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phase 0 : run until 2012 increasing the energy.
Nominal luminosity by 2014?
• phase I : increase to 3 x nom. > 2018?
• phase II : 10 x nominal in 2020? (HL-LHC).

3mm

Spatial resolution ~100 μm (θ ≤ 45°)
Radiation hardness and good aging.
Time resolution ~few ns.
Level1 triggering capability. ~1.8 μs
Large surface.

Electronics: Gassiplex 96 channels,
Gassiplex picking time 1.2μs
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The idea is to calculate the
position of the cluster like a
center of gravity but with
logarithmic weights.

Size = 2 strips
xhit = 6.4 strips ID
Charge = 11 ADC
91% of total
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w0 > 0

wi is constrained to be >0,
or is otherwise set to zero.

So w0 is the strip charge threshold
defining the minimum strip charge
to be considered (for strips within
	

	

 	

 	

 	

 the cluster).

Not a
gaussian
shape

A spark is a electric arc between the mesh and the
anode at ground potential, be it resistive strips or
metallic readout strips.
R-strip to ground, 1.0 mm
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7) Efficiency
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The non resistive chamber suffered from HV breakdowns while the
resistive chambers operate stably.

R-strip 300 kΩ, 0.5 mm

ΔY acceptance

xxstrip
strip

: is the size of the acceptance window around the expected point.
R-strip to ground, 1.0 mm

R-strip 300 kΩ, 1.0 mm

Spatial resolution

σin and σex : are obtained by computing the track
resolution by including, respectively, excluding the
chamber of interest from the track fit.
σmM : is a geometric-mean recipe between the two
distributions, proposed by R. K. Carnegie*.

σmM =
R-strip 300kΩ, 0.5 mm

~1.105 p/sec.cm2
Non resistive telescope :
pitch

σmM

0.5 mm

75 ± 1 μm

0.5 mm

72 ± 2 μm

0.5 mm

78 ± 1 μm

.25 mm

59.5 ± 0.8 μm

.25 mm

60.6 ± 0.7 μm

at 5σmM 95.6 %

at 5σmM 95.3 %

We do a scan in HV and at 3 different incidence angle and we get :

R-strip 300kΩ, 0.5 mm

σin = 73.0 ± 0.8 µm

at 5σmM 97.5 %

Efficiency at 5σmM %
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σex = 107 ± 1 µm
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4) Sparks
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If we look at the residuals distribution,
PCB board
which are the difference of the COG
position (xhit) and extrapolated track
1 mm
Large strips pitch introduces
from telescope (xtrack).
systematic errors.

Beam H6

PCB board

Circuit
type

wi = Charge on strip.
xhit = coordinate of cluster COG.
xi = coordinate of strip in cluster.

Acquisition

Insulating glue

0.5 mm or 1 mm

point calculation

xhit

ADC counts

Four detectors 2X - 2Y
Gas Ar + 2% C4H10 + 3% CF4
pitch 0.5mm, 1.0mm, 2.0mm

Control

Carbon Loaded Kapton

Energy
Resolution
55Fe
(FWHM)
22.1% (310V)

We use the Center Of Gravity, to calculate
the impact point :

C-RAMS

2 mm

+20V on mesh HV is equivalent to ~x2 for the gain

A Cluster is a group of fired strips with
charge above threshold. The threshold
is defined by 3.5 sigma of pedestal
(usually ~ 2-3 ADC counts).

DAQ: based on labview.

Resistive chambers tested:

Resistive
pitch
Bulk
detector

The MAMMA R&D focuses on the
development of large-area and spark
resistent micromegas for the upgrade.

5) Impact

3 PM trigger
coincidence

HV2

Micromegas are very robust gaseous
detectors, but due to highly ionising particles,
sparks may occur creating dead times, etc.

kHz.cm-2)

Trigger: Crossed scintillators (3 PM).

Six detectors 3X-3Y
Gas Ar + 2% C4H10
pitch 0.5mm, 0.25mm

Amplification

We tested 3
different resistive
technologies.

PCB board

beam test setup

Pions of 80 GeV (-) and 120
GeV (+) from CERN H6.
Non resistive telescope:

e-

100μm

ATLAS muon spectrometer upgrade
will consist on small wheels
replacement (and some trigger
optimisation).
Requirements:

Conversion

50 kV/cm 100 V/cm

HV1

Increase on neutron, photon and
hadron background.

3) The

Resistive strip
Readout strip

particles

E2

Occupancy and
aging problem

•

⦁ High rate capability (> 10

To avoid sparks on
micromegas different
resistive coating
configuration are
tested.
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2) Resistive

resistive
strips

HL-LHC Atlas Upgrade

1)

R-strip to ground, 1.0 mm

We do a scan in HV and we get :

So for smaller strip pitch and higher HVmesh better is the resolution.

* R.K. Carnegie, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 538 (2005) 372.

σmM = 88.2 ± 0.7 µm

So the best efficiency is for the R-strip to ground R17.

For inclined tracks (the usual case in ATLAS) the
efficiency is higher due to longer path in drift region

8) Conclusion
Three different resistive technologies were tested, we don’t see any degradation on the efficiency or the resolution w.r.t
the standard micromegas.
The detector “R-strip to ground R17” is the one with the best efficiency results ~98% at 5σmM, and the chosen one for
ATLAS upgrade.
In order to improve resolution we need to optimize:
electron diffusion on the drift region gas mixture electric field;
1) the strip pitch
readout lecture on 2 or 3 direction;
2) charge spreading along the resistive strips
3) the impact angle of the track
integration of Micromegas in ATLAS;
4) a impact point reconstruction “optimized” with small or none bias;

